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Abstract—A smart microcomputer-based device was constructed and used to provide satisfactory control of electrically powered domestic gadgets. This paper describes how to design a microcomputer-based controls device that can be used to control household equipment, which is more economical and easy to setup. The techniques and tools required for interfacing a microcomputer parallel port with other devices (peripheral) were obtained and the requirements were used to construct the smart device for controlling home appliances connected to it. The results showed that digitally controlled smart device have the potential of automating home appliances turning them on or off according to a predetermined value called a set-point.

Index Terms—Home-appliances, microcomputer, parallel port, set-point, smart device.

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN life is not easy as there is always one or more things to do before the end of the day like putting on the water heater or microwave, prepare a meal, dump the garbage, feed the kids, pay the bills, water the plants, shot off the lights, and lots more. It would be nice if some things could take care of it themselves. Imagine arriving home to find the lights already turned on, heat or AC at a comfortable level and other small jobs already done. It has been noted that most household appliances are damaged and even caused hazard within the neighborhood. This might be as a result of fluctuations, carelessness in the use and operation of the equipment, children activities and unauthorized use of your electronic sets in the home.

This paper proffers a solution that would make modern life easy and at affordable rate with high level security by providing the platform to control house-hold appliances at will; random display of lights, television and other appliances, turning them on/off according to a predetermined value called a set-point. The aim of this paper is to design a smart microcomputer-based control system for electrically powered gadgets. The device can be used not only to control household appliances, but also for Christmas light (and array of other lights) displays. Other possibilities include operation of ventilation equipment, pet feeders, and plant watering dices. It can also be used for controlling all house-hold equipment in a storey building by providing a computer network system and running in parallel with the network system having a central control similar to that of a power control room. Nearly anything is possible with this device. This device can also be used to control appliances that are operated by electricity in the business centers and offices.

II. DESIGN SPECIFICATION

A. Personal Computer (PC) Communication Ports and Slots

The IBM PC was brought to the forefront of technology by a revolutionary concept called open architecture. Rather than designing a computer and being the sole developer of proprietary add-on devices, IBM chose to incorporate only the essential processing elements on the motherboard, and leave many of the other function to expansion boards that could be plugged into standard bus connectors. By publishing the specifications of this “standard” expansion bus and making it available to the industry as a whole, any one or company was then able to develop IBM compatible adapters and add-ons. Other standard specifications were also stated for parallel and serial communication ports. These specifications illuminate ones idea on how to program them, which serve the purpose of this study[1].

B. PC Parallel Port

The parallel port interface is one of the simplest and most straightforward circuits that is encountered in a PC. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical bi-directional port.

---

Fig. 1. Block diagram of a bi-directional parallel port
A parallel port is composed of three separate registers, the data register, the status register, control register. Address bits A0 to A9 are decoded to determine which of the three registers are active. The use of I/OR (I/O Read) and I/OW (I/O write) lines determine whether signals on the data bus (D0 to D7) are being read from or written to the respective register[2]. When the port is ready to accept another character, handshaking line conditions will trigger an interrupt to request a new character. The heart of a parallel port is the data register. In older PCs, the data register could only be written to. But virtually all PCs since the release of 80386 systems provide data registers that can be read and written to (which makes the port bi-directional). To access a printer, the system CPU simply loads the port data register with the value to be passed. The bi-directional control register manages the behavior of the port, and affect the conditions under which new characters are requested from the CPU for example, the control register is typically setup to generate an interrupt whenever the printer is ready to accept another character. Finally, the status register is read to determine the printer’s status. The remainder is the port connector (a female 25pin subminiature D-type connector).

C. Switches

Any device for opening closing or directing an electrical circuit is called a switch. Switching may be automatic (without operator’s intervention), semi-automatic or manual (involving some degrees of operator’s intervention). There are various types switches, however all switches carry maximum current and voltage ratings; a small toggle switch might be rated at 150V and 5A. Relays are electrically operated switches in which a current flowing in a coil, or winding, is made to operate one or more contacts which can be used to open or close other electrical circuits. In the usual type; a coil pulls in an armature when sufficient coil current flows. Many varieties are available including “Latching” and “stepping” relays[3]; the latter provided the cornerstone for telephone switching stations, relays are available for DC or AC excitation, and coil voltages from 5 volts up to 110V are common “mercury wetted” and “reed” relays are intended for high speed (≈1ms) applications, and giant relays intended to switch thousands of amps are used by power companies[3]. Many previous relay applications are now handled with transistor or FET switches, and devices known, as solid-state relays are now available to handle AC switching applications. The primary uses of relays are in remote switching at high-voltage (or high current) switching. Because it is important to keep electronic circuit electrically isolated from the ac power line, relays are useful to switch ac power while keeping the control signals electrically isolated[3].

Much previous relay applications as mentioned earlier are now handled by transistor and FET switches. Fig. 2 shows how diodes and transistors can be used as switches. If the input to the circuit in Fig. 2a is zero, the diode is forward biased current, flows easily and the output is approximately zero. If the input is 5V (or more), no diode current flows and the output is +5V (or more). Hence the OFF - ON positions of the diode switch correspond to voltage level near zero and +5V.

In the elementary transistor switch in Fig. 2b with a zero input, the emitter junction is reverse biased by VB, the collector current is very small output voltage is high. A positive input and the output voltage is high. A positive input forward biases the emitter junction, a large collector current flows and the output is low. Again, the ON - OFF position of the transistors switch correspond to the high and low output, but the output is inverted.

![Diode switch](Image)

**Fig. 2a Diode switch**

![Transistor switch](Image)

**Fig. 2b. Transistor switch**

D. Power Supplies

All electronic equipment needs to be energized by means of power supply. In the great majority of cases the power is delivered to the electronic circuit at a steady or fixed voltage[4]. The power source use for this work is a DC power supply from the mains starting with an AC voltage, a steady DC voltage is obtained by rectifying the AC voltage; then filtered to a DC level, and finally regulated to obtain a desired fixed DC voltage. Fig. 3 shows the functional block diagram of a regulated DC power supply. The regulation can be obtained using zener diodes or transistors or a combination of both to form a series or parallel regulators. However, IC voltage regulator units make design easy, reduce external circuit connections and offer better performance than even operational and profile regulators. Example of such IC voltage regulators are the 7806 and three-terminal +5V regulator and the 7912, a three-terminal +12V regulator, the ‘317, a three-terminal adjustable voltage regulator to mention but a few.

![Power supply block diagram](Image)

**Fig. 3. Block diagram showing part of a power supply**

E. Connectors

Brining signals in and out of a device, routing signal and DC power around between the various parts of the device, providing flexibility by permitting circuit boards and larger modules of the device to be unplugged these are the functions of the connector, an essential ingredient of any piece of electronics equipment. Connectors come in a bewildering variety of size and shapes. The most common method used to make connection to printed circuit cards is the card-edge connector, which mates to a row of gold-plated contacts at the edge of the card. Card-edge connectors may have from 15 to 100 pins, and they come with different lug styles according to the method of connection. They can be soldered to a “motherboard” or “back plane” which is just another printer-circuit board containing the interconnecting wiring between the
individual circuit cards. Alternatively edge connectors may be used with standard solder-lug terminations, particularly in a system with only a few cards. Very frequently electronic instruments demand multi-wire cables and connectors. There are literally dozens of different kinds. The simplest example is a 3-wire line cord connector. Among the more popular are the excellent type D subminiature, the Winchester MRA series, the venerable MS type, and the flat-ribbon-cable mass-termination connectors. Beware of connectors that cannot tolerate being dropped on the floor (the miniature hexagon connectors are classic) or that does not provide a secure locking mechanism.

III. THE DESIGN OF THE DEVICE INTERFACE

Interface deals with the common boundary between independent systems and modules, where communication takes place. In data communication, it means a share boundary between two related devices or components defined for the purpose of specifying the type of signal passing between them[5].

A. Input Design Considerations

Bringing signal in and out of a device for communication to take place between two related or unrelated devices depends on certain factors or standards. A microcomputer can be interfaced with other devices via the expansion slots or the existing PC ports.

Considering the cost, time, effort, and the kind of analysis and test involved in designing the device card and in programming the slot; we deemed it necessary to make use of the existing PC ports since it involves only programming it to achieve the desired purpose. Finally, for cable communications with high-speed peripherals, parallel transmission is generally better than serial which is an essential aspect to the design of the device.

B. PC Parallel Port

IBM and compatible PCs implement a parallel port as a 25-pin subminiature D-type female connector similar to the one in Fig. 4. The parallel connection at the printer uses a 36-pin centronics-type connector. The exact reasoning for this rather specialized connector is not clear because 11 pins of the centronics connector will remain unused. There are three types of signals to be concerned with in parallel connection data lines, control (or handshaking) lines, and ground lines.

![Fig. 4. A typical parallel cable assembly](image)

Data Lines: The data lines are the actual data carrying conductors that carry information from the parallel port to the device (or other peripheral). There are eight data lines (D0 to D7) located on pin 2 through pin 9. To reduce the effect of signal nose on parallel cable, each data line is given a corresponding data ground line (pin 18 to pin 25). Ground lines also provide a common electric reference between the computer and peripheral. The remainder of a parallel port is devoted to handshaking.

Initialize: To ensure that the device starts in a known initialized state, an initialize signal (INI on pin 31) tells the device to perform its internal initialization sequence. Initializing the device has the same effect as turning it OFF then turning it ON again.

Select: The SLCT signal on pin 13 goes high if the printer is selected for receiving data. SLCT is an active high logic signal. Logic 1 indicates that the device is on line and ready, while logic 0 indicates that the device is not ready to receive data.

Strobe: Once a computer has placed eight valid bits on the parallel data lines, the device must be told that the data is ready. A strobe signal (STROBE on pin 1) is applied to the peripheral from the computer just after data is valid.

Acknowledge: The ACKNIG signals on pin 10, which, where low, indicates that the data character has been accepted and the device is ready for the next character. Since the device is always ready under normal circumstance the ACKNIG is always low.

Busy: The busy signal on pin 11 is high if, for some reason the device is not ready to receive a character (signals). In this work, the busy signal is always low since the device needs to receive continuous signal is be able to control the appliances.

Error: The ERROR signal on pin 32 goes low for a variety of problem condition in the device. The error signal generated by the device tells the computer that trouble has occurred, but is not specific about the exact problem. A variety of problems can cause an error, depending on the particular peripheral and what it is capable of detecting. The error line uses active low logic so it is normally logic 1 until an error has occurred. An error signal can typically indicate “device not receiving electrical power from the mains”, “every low voltage level from mains” or “general device fault” error condition.

Port Operation: This describes a standard sequence of events in a parallel port. The parallel data transfer begins by placing the device on line. Strobe and acknowledge must be logic 1, and busy must be logic 0. In this state, the peripheral can now accept a byte of data. When power supply is interrupted, the CPU polls the desired device port and checks its status register. If the port is ready, a byte is written to the data register, and passed to the peripheral.

C. Output Design Consideration

The device needs to be connected to the home appliances and the computer if these appliances must be controlled and the status of the device port should be read by the computer. Amongst the connectors mentioned for bringing signals in and out of an instrument, routing signal and DC power around, between the versions parts of an instrument are the signal wire connectors shielded, cable connectors, multi-pin connectors and care edge connectors.

Based on the function and the kind of device developed in the paper, it is evident that the multi-pin connectors will be most appropriate for it. Very frequently electronic instruments demand multi-wire cables and connectors.
There are literally dozens of different kinds. The simplest is a 3-wire line cord connector each of the terminals for the home appliances. It contains screw that is used to screw the cables coming from the home appliances. Another way that this could be done is by using a socket outlet and, a socket plug. This will make the work tedious, and it is also not economical compared to the 3-wire line cord connector.

Among the more popular multi-pin connectors are the excellent types D-type subminiature and the centronics connector. The subminiature d-type connector is used by the PC parallel port (normally known as the printer port) and the centronics connector is used by the device to receive or send data from or to the PC respectively, for proper coordination and working conditions.

IV. THE DESIGN OF THE DEVICE

The circuit is basically a bunch of resistors, diodes, transistors and relays. The major components are the transistors and relay switch (about eight in number). The relay switch can switch load of about 220V AC at 10amps each. The relays and their control circuitry are attached into a multi-purpose board (vero board), which is soldered in such a way that the relay contacts are easily accessed. All the board needs to operate is a 12V DC power supply, a spare PC to control it and cables that will connect the appliances to the PC parallel port relay output connector. More so an AC input supply from the mains to the device and a software that will enable (drive) the device to control the home appliances based on the sequence of instructions it has been set to perform.

The computer controls the relay board via its parallel port. It is possible to have the computer perform double duty as a work computer and as a controller for the relay board, but it just easier if an old computer can be dedicated to drive the relay board. All the computer has to do is to output a hex-byte at the parallel port every so often, which is not a very hard work for any computer.

The device is constructed in such a way that, it creates room for handshake between the computer and the relay board. Take for instance, if for any reason the mains supply is not received by the device (relay board), it generates an error message signal, which is sent to the PC parallel port. The software for the device reads this port and displays a critical error message to give the user an idea of the status of the device. Fig. 5 shows a schematic representation of the device.

A. Transistor Switches

As already mentioned, eight transistors switches are required for this work. The eight transistors receive the electrical signal sent through the PC parallel port, which is compactable with TTI signal levels. These electrical currents or voltages, enables the transistors to energize or de-energize the relays switches connected to them. Fig. 6 shows the circuit diagram representing the transistor switch.

\[
\text{Fig. 6. NPN–transistor switch}
\]

The resistor R1 is used for biasing the transistor and R2 is used to further protecting the transistor from excess current flowing through its base. The transistor switch was chosen because of the following reasons:

(i) It enables very high switching, typically in a small fraction of microseconds.
(ii) It is cheap to construct
(iii) It makes the design less complex.

B. Relay Switch

To turn 110V, 220V, or 440V AC device ON and OFF under microprocessor or microcomputer control, relays are used. The control circuitry for the relay is electrically isolated from the actual switch[6]. This is very important, because if the 220V AC gets shorted to the Vcc line of a microcomputer, it usually takes most of the microcomputer ICs. Fig. 7 shows a block diagram of the circuitry in the device and how it is connected from a PC parallel port pin to a 3-wire line cord connector, for power delivery to one to the home appliances.

\[
\text{Fig. 7. Block diagram of a circuitry in the device}
\]

The input circuit of the relay is through the diode. A simple NPN transistor buffer and current limiting resistor are all that is needed to interface the relay to a microcomputer output port pin. To turn the relay on, we simply put a HIGH on the port pin. This turns on the
transistor and pulls the required current through the diode, D1. A 12V power supply must be included because the relay switch needs it for its operation. The resistor R3 is used to protect the LED from excessive current, and the diode connected across the relay is to prevent excess current from flowing through the transistor since it is connected to an inductive load. The light from the LED indicates that an output port of the device is currently being activated to supply power to the corresponding household equipment. The solid state relay have the advantages that they produce less EMI (electromagnetic interface) they have no mechanical contacts to arc, and they are easily driven from microcomputer ports.

C. Power Supply

The relay board needs to be operated by a 12V DC power supply, regulated at +5V and +12V using the 7806 and 7812 IC regulator[4]. The +volts regulated supply serves as a feedback signal to an input port pin (i.e., computer parallel port). This is to indicate whenever the device is adequately connected to the main AC supply or when there is a general power failure or general device failure. This enables the PC to send data or display a critical error message when necessary. The 12V regulated power supply is to enable the relay switch to be operated when it is being energized by the transistor switch. It also supplies enough current for the corresponding LED. The 7806 and 7812 ICs were used in this project because of the following reasons:

(i) They require much reduced resign calculation
(ii) They require very few external components
(iii) They are effective 5V and 12V regulators
(iv) They are cheap to construct.

Finally the DC regulated power supply was chosen due to the fact that the essential role performed by the device is based on the main AC power supply.

D. Design Circuitry

The different building blocks and assembly are described here. The system block diagram is shown in Fig. 8. A HIGH signal from the PC’s parallel port turns on a transistor that energizes a relay, causing the relay contacts to switch in the diagram, two sets of relay contacts control 220V AC to power a lamp and the fan, another set of contacts close the thermostat’s circuit, thus providing heat for the building. Each relay operates independent of the other. The relay board contains eight identical channels, each containing a relay whose contacts are rated at 10A. The eight channels are controlled by pins 2-9 of the input centronics connector. A centronics connector is used so that the relay board can be connected to a computer with a standard printer cable.

Fig. 8 illustrates the basic operation of the PC’s parallel port relay. The PC send a trigger signal to the appropriate relay, closing the relays contacts, which energizes the device connected to it.

V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DEVICE

The relay circuit was easy to build, especially with the use of a PC board. The circuit is simple enough to use point to point wire in its assembling. First, we installed all the resistors, followed by the diodes, LEDs, transistor. Finally, the lacks and relays; including a check on the polarization of the relays of diodes. Carefulness was employed when soldering, especially when soldering the pins of the centronics connector (JA).

A. Setting up of the PC Relay Board

Finally the different building blocks was designed and assembled together. Let us now take a look at the construction of the PC parallel port relay board from breadboard stage to casing. First of all, the components used were tested to ensure that they are good and have values capable of performing the required job. The resistance of each resistor was measured directly using digital multimeter, while capacitors were tested for charge/discharge characteristics using a digital multi-meter too. Again, a digital meter was used to test transistor by forward biasing their emitter-base junction and reverse biasing their base collector junction. The diodes were checked again by forward and reverse biasing the NPN junction on each diode. The terminals of the coil in the relay were supplied with a 12V and a 5V supply. The sound heard by the “make” contact proofs the relay to be good. The different blocks where connected into the breadboard and the output tested using voltage measurements to confirm if that particular stage is behaving as expected before the next stage was compiled to it. When the entire circuit was finally put on the board and found working as expected, all the components were transferred onto a piece of Vero board and soldered. The size of the Vero board is 260 x 100mm. The casing of size 300 x 150 x 100mm is made of loud which also contains all the design components. Pillars ensuring that two stops are not shorted or no used copper strip is broken.

Originally, in the project design, we intended using 470052 resistor for R1 (likewise for resistor R4, R7, R10, RB, R16 and RR2 in the other channels). When it came time to test the board connected to a parallel port, the port could not turn the relays (actually the transistors) ON and OFF. It turned out that the resistance was too high, at least for the PC port being used. A better value for the resistor is 330000, but most values between 220052 and 470052 would work. Basically, it is recommended to use the highest resistance that will let the circuit work while keeping transistor current as low as possible.

Recall that the relays require a 12V DC source to operate. That source must be provided by the builder. Actually the relay power source voltage is not too critical anything between 9 and 15V should be enough.

In the design and construction of this unit, an AC to DC inverter circuit was specified as outputting 12V DC was used. The actual output voltage of the DC power was well over 12V DC with no load. Relay coils certainly do not present an appreciable load, so the power supply turned out to be perfect for this application. Note that the relay coil draw roughly 30 mA, so the DC supply must be capable of delivering at least eight lines that, plus a little more extra for the LEDs, A 500 mA, 12V supply should be more than adequate. No power switches are required, as the PC parallel port relay must regain powered at all times when it is in use.
VI. CONCLUSION

Haven gone through this study, it is clear that the aim of this project which is to design and construct a microcomputer based smart system for household equipment have been achieved. The device was able to control appliances in the home automatically according to the specified instructions given to it.

You will find that the PC parallel relay was a very convenient device to have around the house. With a bit of imagination, you should be able to automate neatly any kind of electrical device. Nearly anything is possible with the PC parallel port relay and you may be the one on your block to have a house of the future which will be of high demand in developing countries.
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